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Does specialization matter? How
journalistic expertise explains
differences in health-care
coverage
MichaelW. Wagner
school of journalism and Mass communication and Department of Political science,

University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

14.1 lntroduction

Americans have regarded health care as one of the most important problems facing
the nation for several years (Brown,2013). outside of their own experiences with the
health-care system, most people come to understand what health care is like, what
the latest cutting-edge research is, and how to interpret the increasingly complex and
interconnected webs of research, new treatrnents, insurance rules, and the like through
what they learn from the mass media. While "interest in health news is as high as it's
ever been," the rapidly changing media environment is placing new and challenging
pressures on newsrooms to do more with less and on journalists to present their work
across multiple platforms (Schwitzeq 2009, p. 16).

In other words, more people are seeking news about health care-an issue they find
more vital than ever-at the same time it is becoming much more difficultforjoumalists to
provide quality health-care coverage. Since the quality ofhealth-care coverage can greatly
affect what people know about health-related issues and the kinds of behavior people will
engage in to address their own health needs, it is crucial to understand how joumalists
approach covering health-care issues (fian & Robinson, 2008; Viswanath et al., 2006).

Unfortunately, the picture of health-care coverage in the United States that is
painted by the journalists who know the most about the issue is not a pretty one.
Indeed, a 2008 survey revealed that 65vo of members of the Association of Health
care Journalists (AHCJ), the premier joumalistic organization on the globe dealing
with health-care issues, believed health-care coverage in the us was either fair or
poor (Schwitzer,2009). only l7o believed that coverage was excellent. Schwitzer's
(2009) comprehensive revièw of health-care journalism revealed that AHCJ members
lamented about the rise in "quick hit" stories (i.e., stories that are reported quickly,
without much depth, and not followed up in future coverage). Quick hits provide little
time for in-depth investigation, the interviewing of multiple sources, and engagement
with the evidence on which the most important elements of the stories rested.

The continuing diminishment of the amount of space (in print) and time (on radio
and television) that health-care joumalism is afforded in news coverage, coupled with
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the fact that shrinking newsrooms make it more difficult for journalists to develop

complex, time-consuming stories-the very stories that can provide crucial informa-

tion to citizens about the state of health care-raise potentially frightening questions

about the quality of health-care reporting that can be produced in such an environ-

ment. This is likely to be especially true for the legions of reporters who have little

to no training in health-care journalism. After all, they are the ones doing most of the

health-care reporting in the US.

As one veteran reporter described what was happening at his newspaper to health

journalism scholar Gary Schwitzer (2009), "4 reporter with no specialized knowledge

in health/science ne\¡/s was named as health/science editor. He thought we could sim-

ply use AP wires on research stories" (p. 4). V/ire service news agencies like the Asso-

ciated Press (AP) are organizations of journalists who sell their stories to subscribing

newsrooms. They often provide quick, reliable coverage of breaking news and daily

events, but they do not do much in the way of investigative work. Colloquially, jour-

nalists view newsrooms that rely on wire services to ûll their pages as weaker than

newsrooms that generally cover the news on their own.

Recent evidence from Australia reveals that "specialists" in health-care journalism

score higher on a range of measures taken from their reporting-including cover-

ing the novelty and availability of new health interventions, the evidence supporting

the intervention, the benefits, harms, and costs of the intervention and independent

sources' views of the research-than reporters without any particular affinity for or

training in health coverage (Wilson, Robertson, McElduff, Jones, & Henry, 2010).

This study compares joumalists who specialize in health-care coverage with those

who do not explain the willingness of journalists to cover advances in health-care

delivery in the United States; the style ofcoveragejournalists favor; and the process of

reportingjournalists follow when covering these advances. The specialists arejoumal-

ists who are members of a professional organization dedicated to improving coverage

ofhealth care-related news. This organization puts on conferences, workshops, web-

based seminars, and maintains a listserv where reporters can ask questions and share

tips about covering health care. These specialists have been exposed to in-depth infor-

mation about a variety of health-care issues-including cutting-edge research about

the effects of complicated regulations, new resealch methods, peer-leaming opportu-

nities, and short courses adding to their reportorial toolkit in ways that nonspecialists

(general assignment reporters) have not.

The research questions explored in this chapter are (1) Does journalists' level of

specialization affect whether they view a health-care topic as newsworthy? (2) Does

specialization affect the kind of story (hard news vs feature) journalists believe a

health-care topic merits? Hard news is generally defined as timely stories about seri'

ous topics while feature stories generally refer to human-interest stories that are not

always tied to a timely event. (3) Does specialization affect the process by which

joumalists would seek to write a story about health-care advances?

To answer these questions, a detailed survey of journalists was conducted, some

of whom are health-care specialists and some of whom who are not. The survey asks

the journalists to decide how they would respond if they learned of the development

of a new mobile phone web application ("app") that would connect cancer patients to
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their doctors and to other cancer patients. The survey also asks open-ended questions
that allow for the reporters to explain their choices in more detail. The analysis reveals
major, crucial differences in how specialist and generalistjournalists approach health-
care coverage in the United States.

14.2 Why specialization should matter

Despite lofty expectations that reporters act as independent, fair, accurate, open, inves-
tigative, truth-telling, multiple perspective-giving, alarm-sounding watchdogs who
defend the public interest, joumalists often end up reporting what is said by official
sources in power with far greater frequency than almost anything else (Bennett, 1990;
Cook, 2005; Hayes & Guardino, 2010; Janowitz,1975)- This behavior is rooted in the
training joumalists receive in joumalism schools and in newsrooms to produce balanced,
"objective" stories containing conflict between authoritative sources about novel topics
(Groeling & Baum, 2009; Schudson, 2001; Shoemaker & Reese, 1995; Sigal, 1973).

The most prominent explanation of how media coverage operates in the United
States is W. Lance Bennett's indexing hypothesis (1990). Indexing argues that news
coverage of political issues tends to chronicle debates-and a limited range of
views-between official sources. For example, rather than covering how health-care
policy decisions affect individuals' health, finances, and families, news reporting is
more likely to cover what public officials like lawmakers and bureaucrats say about
health-care policy (Bennett, 1990, 1996,2012). While there is impressive evidence
supporting the indexing hypothesis, there is a considerable amount of evidence that
reporters can act as more than indexing stenographers, more closely fulfilling the
democratic requirement that a free press provides a variety of critical perspectives on
issues (Althaus, 2003; Hayes & Guardino, 2013; Sartori, 1987). However, journal-
ists often fall short of this standa¡d (Bakea 2007;Dahlgren,2009 Patterson, 1994).
Indexing studies demonstrate that Republican and Democratic elected officials are
regularly used as sources in political news coverage because their general style of
debate provides the opportunity for reporters to tell "both sides of the story" (Cook,
2006; Tuchman, 1972; Wagner & Gruszczynski, in press).

Indeed, Bennett argues that a "small set of rules account for a large share of polir-
ical content in the news" (1996, p. 374).The rules include creating stories based on
official or authoritative views and indexing those views with respect to the magnitude
and content of conflict. Indexing is almost always considered in the context of political
news coverage. Indeed, its development was conceived as a theoretical addition to the
understanding of press-statqrelations. Howeve¡ the chronicling of official positions
on medical breakthroughs, health-care provision strategies, and the like are also quite
likely to be indexed (see Schwiøer,2009).

Advances in health-care research are not routinely accompanied by opposition
voices in the way that Democratic proposals are regularly answered with Republi-
can counterproposals and vice versa. The powerful voices indexed in health coverage
are likely to be those of doctors, bureaucrats, and scholars. Since journalists are not
generally experts in health care, research, or statistics, they are likely to defer to their
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sources, failing to ask critical questions about the generalizability of research findings.
This often results in sensational, overblown stories promising readers and viewers the

moon-frustrating the very sources of the stories in the process (Shuchman, 2002;
Voss, 2002). The doctors, nurses, and administrators responsible for delivering health
care to the citizenry, and the scientists who play the major role in medical advances,

regularly complain about the coverage they receive in the news media. They claim the

coverage is simplisúc-oversimplifying research, making claims that go beyond what
the research evidence suggests, and sensationalizing stories about patient care.

Whatis more, severalorganizations such aspolitical interestgroups,medicalindustry
representatives, and the like seek to take advantage of joumalists' lack of health
expertise and the increasing pressures of producing multiple stories on tighter and

tighter deadlines in a 24-hour news world. Companies like Ivanhoe Broadcast News

sell newsrooms canned (preproduced) stories about health care promoting particular
health-care "breakthroughs," treatments, and the like so that media outlets will print
or air the stories in their entirety. The stories are presented in a way that makes it look
like they are locally produced when they are not. These kinds of stories are desirable
from an economic perspective both because health news "sells," and because the sto-

ries are already completed, and thus will not take the time of the already limited (and

shrinking) newsroom staff (Hamilton, 2005).
In addition to these pressures, journalists themselves have not expressed conû-

dence in their ability to report health news-largely because of a lack of understand-

ing of how to interpret statistics. When Midwestern journalists were asked about four
skills that are required for quality health reporting-understanding key health issues,

putting news about health care into the proper context, writing balanced stories while
still meeting a deadline, and interpreting health statistics-Voss (2002) found that

between 667o and 857o ofjoumalists said these skills were difficult or to master (Voss,

2002). Thus, they are not likely to want to cover health-care stories in much depth, nor
are they likely to want to engage with the research that produced the advance that is

newsworthy in the first place.

14.3 Methodology

14.3.1 Hypotheses

This study seeks to test three hypotheses about how specialization affects how joumalists
judge what they should cover when it comes to the topic of health care.

1. Joumalists who specialize in health-ca¡e coverage will be more likely than other journalists

to find advances in health-care provision to be newsworthy. Those who do not have any spe-

cial training in health-carejournalism should be less likely to see advances as newsworthy
because they are not as likely to recognize them as advances and because they are less awæe

of potential sources for the story.

2. Journalists who specialize in health-care coverage will be more likely than otherjournalists
to believe that an advance in health-care provision merits a featureJength treatment. Even

if nonspecialty reporters believe the topic merits coverage, they should be more likely to
see it as a "one-day story"-something requiring minimal effort and not returned to later
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for updates. Thus, they should be less likely to do the extra work involved with writing a
lengthier "feature" story that typically contains highly personal stories from sources who
have been or are likely to be affected by the topic of the story.

3. Journalists who specialize in health-ca¡e coverage will be more likely than other journalists
to believe it is important to read the research that produced the advance about which they
are reporting. If my first two hypotheses are conect, nonspecialty joumalists should be less
likely to do the work with respect to reading the resea¡ch that preceded the health-care
innovation they are going to cover. They ought to be more likely to trust the information on
the press release or ask a few simple follow ups to a source rather than read the research for
themselves and follow up on areas they personally felt needed clarification, amplification, or
outright challenging.

14.3.2 Participant recruitment

In order to test these hypotheses, I conducted an original web-based survey, pro-
grammed in the web-based survey platform Qualtrics. The participants in the survey
came from two separate groups. one came from a sample of working journalists in
the largest 150 media markets in the United States. Nielsen Media Research identifies
media markets as locations that receive the same (or nearly the same) television and
radio stations. They are generally named for the largest citylcities in the market. New
York is the number one market, boasting over T,4million television households (over
67o of the US population). In the middle is the Omaha, NE market. It has over 420,000
television households and makes up 0.367a of the country. The 150th market is the
odessa/Ivlidland, TX market. It has over 155,000 television households and comprises
0.l35%a of the United States. Over 90Vo of the American people reside in these 150
markets, though there are a total of 210 markets in the country.

The sample was created by creating a database of every reporter who covered any
kind of political or public affairs news for a major newspaper or the local NBC, CBS,
ABC, and FOX television affiliates in each market in the fall of 2013. Decisions about
which employees of a newspaper or television station might cover politics were made
by visiting the Web site for each news outlet. For those outlets that had staff biogra-
phies, a team of research assistants read them and created a list of reporters who cov-
ered politics. These were mostly local television stations. For newspapers and other
outlets that did not include staff biographies, research assistants combed the Web site
for any information that revealed where the employees worked. Most newspaper web
sites had information about the "desks" (topic areas such as city politics, sports, crime,
etc.) to which reporters were assigned. For outlets that provided no help with respect
to the work done by their reporters, research assistants clicked on the tabs related to
political news and acquireã the e-mail addresses of the bylines of reporters who had
produced a story within the previous 7 days.

The generalist, or nonspecialist, group ofreporters received an e-mail in the spring
of 2014 at her or his station/newspaper e-mail address that invited them to participate
in a study of how news reporters approach their jobs. The full database consisted of
6733 reporters. I e-mailed a random sample of 2000, introducing them to the project
by explaining that the survey was seeking to understand how reporters approach their
inhs ¡nrl hr¡ inr¡ifino fhem fn nqrfininafc l\Tinefr¡-fnrrr p-mailc ¡¡¡crp lrn¡rnnerl lront- r^
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me immediately because the e-mail address was incorrectly inputted or because the

reporter had left ttre station or newspaper. Over the course of 4 weeks, links to the survey

wãre sent to the joumalists who had agreed to participate. In addition, three follow-up

e-mails were sent to those who did not respond to the first invitation e-mail. In total,

631 completed the study for a response rate of 317o.F;ach participant who completed

the survey received a $5 gift card to Starbucks as a small token of appreciation'

The second group was comprised of members of a professional organization of

joumalists that was dedicated to news coverage of health-care issues. The organization

boasts more than 1000 members. I e-mailed an invitation to participate to a random

sample of 300 members, 102 of whom elected to participate for a response rate of

34E;. Of the 631 journalists in the first sample, seven answered the survey questions

asking if they were members of a professional organization related to health care in the

affirmative. Thus, the final sample of specialty journalists grew from 102 to 109 and

the final sample of nonspecialist journalists dropped to 624.

14,3.3 Characteristics of the sample

Before the survey began, the participants answered abattery of questions relating to

demographics,political attitudes,andtheirjudgments oftheAmericanpolitical system.

lvtalesmãde ufSOUoof thesamplewhilefemalescomprised 4|To.Ninety percentof

the sample was white; 357o wereDemocrats while22%a were Republicans. In terms of

ideology, }Toofjournalists were identified as liberal (including those who "leanedto

the left") whlleT'\Vo identified as conservative (or leaning to the right); see Table 14.1'

These numbers are highly comparable to the last two major national surveys

(Weaver, Beam, Brownlee, Voakes, & V/ilhoit, 2006; V/ilnat &'Weaver, 2014) of

journalists in the past decade. The median (average) media market size a respondent

worked in was 71.

There was one statistically discemible difference in the demographics of the two

samples. As shown in Table 14.2, the health-care specialists were far more likely to

be women (617o female in the specialists sample as compafed to 4l7o female in the

generalists sample). Otherwise, Table 14.2 shows the two groups to be remarkably

ii*il*. The two major differences between my samples of journalists and Wilnat and

Weaver's (2014) sample, the most recent national sample of journalists, was that my

sample had slightly higher percentages of Republicans and women. It is important to

know the political background of the reporters because their personal beliefs might

influence whether they cover stories, especially those that promote beliefs consistent

with the reporters' own political beliefs.
Participants were asked several questions about their attitudes regarding which

political party was best able to handle a variety ofhealth care-related issues (including

medical device taxes, legal reform, prescription drug prices, medical research, and

health insurance coverage). Participants were also asked to estimate which political

party "conventional wisdom in America" would say is better at handling each of the

issues.

As shown in Table l4.2,6l%o of the sample believed Democrats were best able to

handle health insurance coverage; 697o of the sample also believed that conventional

Journalis{
rype

Specialist

Generalist

6t%
414o

Female

Æ.3%

?9.4%

Liberal

29.3Vo

34.lla

Moderate

3O.27o

26.4%

Conservatiye

36.7Vo

M-6Ça

Democr¿t

4O.39o

4!.5Io

Independent Republican

22.97o

21.87o
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Table 14.1 Characteristics of the two samples of journalists

Nol¿-' Percentages of ideological and partisan groups may not add up to I 007o due to rounding.

Tabtet+¿ Journalists' beliefs about which party \üould better
handle health-care issues

lúotø.' Participants were forced to choose between each party and were not allowed to say "both" or "neither"

wisdom put the Democrats on top (see also Penocik, 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, & Hansen,
2003). Sixty-eight percent of the sample believed that Republicans were best able to
handle medical device taxes wlttleT}To of the sample believed that conventional wisdom
gave the advantage on that issue to the GOP.

The most important part of the survey for our purposes was the introduction of a
(fictitious) web application designed for mobile phones called Connect2FightCancer.
New communication technologies have been shown in scholarly research to play
important roles in treatrnent for several diseases (Han et al., 2010; Johnson, Isham,
shah, & Gustafson, 2011; Noh et al., 2010). Respondents were told that the connect-
2Fightcancer app was not real, but that it was similar to new developments in both
academic research and the health-care field more generally. The app was described as
one that was developed after years of research from scholars at multiple universities.

The reporters were asþd to imagine that scholars had learned that some patients
were less likely than others to follow their doctor's recommendations to treat and
m¿mage their cancer. Research suggested that a quick link to doctors and to other
cancer patients was a promising way to encourage patients to follow doctor's orders.
The reporters were told that the app had performed well in pilot studies and was about
to be released for general use by cancer patients nationwide. Then, they were asked a
series of questions about their interest in the story and how they would choose to cover
it if assigned to write a story about it. These questions are described in Section 14.3.4.

Joumalists'own
attitudes

Journalists belìefs about
"conventional
wisdom" in the US

6l%o

697o

Democrafs

397o

3l%o

Republicans

Heåtth insurance best

32Vo

30Vo

Democrsfs

Party handling

Medical devices best

Republicans

68Vo

7ÙVo
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The Connect2FightCancer app was designed for a variety of reasons. First, it was

important that generalist journalists would plausibly find the app's release to be news-

*orttry. As such, the app met most of the conventional elements of newsworthiness: it

was timely, proximal (happening in the journalists' community), and had the potential

to impactinè reporters' áudience. Second, the scenario could not be so appealing that

there would not be any variance in the specialist joumalists' attitudes about whether

the app's release was newsworthy. Thus, the story did not include another conven-

tionai element of newsworthiness: conflict. Moreover, the app's release did not prom-

ise revolutionary advances in cancer care. Thus, the specialists might have been more

likely to see the app's release as similar to previous cancer care advances and judge the

app's release as unoriginal and not worth covering. Finally, the scenario is a realistic

"*u.pt" 
of the press ieleases newsrooms receive to announce the implementation of

u u*i"ty of health-care advances. As a consequence, any results stemming from the

analyses would be more likely to generalize to other aspects ofhealth-care coverage'

14.9.4 Questions, coding, and analysis

The major dependent variables I used in the analysis were Newsworthiness, Feature

Story, and Read Related Reseørch. Newsworthiness was measured on a 7-point scale'

The question respondents answered was:

on a scale ranging from I to 7, where I represents "not at all newsworthy" and 7

represents "ertremely newswortlry," how newswortlry is the national Launch of the

C onnect2Fi ghtCancer aPP ?

Here, the "national launch" referred to the story noúng that the app had success-

fully advanced through a test market-testing phase and was being made available

nationwide.
The second major dependent variable, Feature Story, was dichotomous. It was

measured by asking:

If you were assigned to cover this story, do you think it would be best presented as a

Iengthy feature or a short, hnrd news story?

Responses were coded as I if the respondent preferred a feature story strategy and

a 0 if the journalist chose a hard news story-

The third major dependent variable was Read Reløted Reseørch.It was measured

along a 7-point scale. The question respondents answered was:

On a scale rangingfrom I to 7, where I represents "not at all importanÍ"

and7 represents "extremely important" ifyouwere to cover the launch ofthe

Connect2FightCancer app, how importønt would it be to read the research studies

that were used to develop the informationyou have leamed about the app?

In order to systematically test how specialist and generalistjournalists approached

rhe coverase of the Connect2Fightcancer app, we included several independent

Differences in healtì-care coverage
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variables in our statistical models. The major concept we are testing in this study is
whether the way journalists approach health-care coverage differs based on whether
the reporter is a health-care specialist or a generalist. Thus, Specialistis coded as 1 if
the reporter was a member of a professional organization of háalth-care journalists and
0 otherwise. Yeørs Experience is acategorical measure of how -uny y"ä., the respon_
denthasbeenajournalist(0-5years,6-10years,1l-l5years,moiethan 15yeari)as
reporters with more experience may approach stories differently than ,.cub reporters"
just getting their start.

Television is coded as 1 if the reporter is primarily a television reporter and 0 if the
reporter is primarily a newspaper or magazine reporter. Tþlevision ieporters have far
less time to tell their stories; they also have the added requirement th; their coverage
play well on television. Indeed, all of the words said on u typi"ul 30-min newscast
would fit on the front page of rhe Nø,v york rimes with plenty of room to spare. As
such, television reporters may be less likely to want to cover an issue without an obvi-
ous video component, and they may prefer a quick, "hard news', story to a lengthy
feature that takes up valuable airtime.

Journalists increasingly wear multiple hats across formats when doing their work.
To arrive at the dichotomous measure used in the Televisionvariable for the generalist
sample, I coded I for television reporters if they worked at a television station and 0
if they worked at a newspaper. For the specialty sample, I ûrst asked a question about
what kind of newsroom the reporter worked in (terevision, newspaper, magazine, web-
only, or other). If the reporter chose "'web-only,' or ..other,' I aìrc¿ if their reporting
was primarily presented as a print-style story or a broadcast-style story. six p"r."ni
of the sample fell into the web-only or other categories and the iesults of the analysis
a¡e robust when these journalists are included and when they are not. Recall that both
samples are merged together for the analysis reported below.

In schwitzer's (2009) survey of members of the AHCJ, ..having 
the time to do

research" was one of the top two elements specialists said was n"""riury for quality
reporting. Thus, Time was measured by asking respondents to agree or disagree witir
the following question statement on a 7-point scale where I repiesented strongly dis-
agree and 7 represented strongly agree: "In general, I have enough time to do the
research that I feel is necessary to tell a compelling, accurate story.;

Advertising pressure was a variable intended to capture the influence that adver-
tisers sometimes have on the news decisions made in the newsrooms where the indi-
vidual journalists worked. It was measured on a 4-point scale (l = flever, z = rarely,
3 = sometimes, 4 = frequentry) that was used whàn answering the question, ..how
often, ifat all, does your news organization allow sponsors or advertisers to influence
the content of your healtä care coverage?,, (adapted from Schwitz er,2009). Ideotogy
was measured along a 7-point scale from very liberal to very conservative. Female
was coded 1 if the respondent self-identified as a female and 0 if the respondent
self-identified as a male. White was coded 1 if the respondenr self-idenrified as white
and 0 otherwise.

For the Newsworthiness and Read Rerated Researchmodels, ordered probit regres-
sion analysis was the appropriate statistical strategy. For the Feature ^srory mãael,
logistic regression analysis was the best stratesv.
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In addition to the survey questions, the respondents were asked open-ended ques-

tions. These were invitations for them to explain their responses on the numbered

scales. Respondents were permitted up to 200 words per response' By explaining their

views about the app and their professional reactions to it, participants can provide

more depth and context to their responses and bring up issues that I did not think to ask

about in the survey (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse,2002). Moreover, allowing journalists

to describe their attitudes in their own words casts a revealing light on the process of

how they form opinions and the way they characteríze their own professional identity

(V/alsh, 2012).

14,4'Results
14.4.1 Descriptive analysis

Figures 14.1 and 74.2 reveal the average responses that health-care joumalists and

generalist journalists gave to the questions used as the three dependent variables

described above. Recall that the values in two ofthe three variables are arrayed along

a 7-point scale and one question was a dichotomous "yes/no" question (Figure 14'1).

In terms of Newsworthiness,health-care journalists saw the potential story about the

health-care communication app as highly newsworthy (M = 6.1, SD = 1.1), whereas

generalists found the same topic about as newsworthy as not (M = 4.4, SD = 1'5)'

In other words, health-care journalists were certain that they saw a story; gen-

eralists barely saw one, if at all. Second, when it came to the amount of work that

reporters felt would be necessary to write an accurate story, health-care specialists

believed that they needed to read the original resealch on which the delivery of the

health-care communication app was based (M = 5.8, SD = 1.1), whereas generalists

were less likely to believe that judging the scholarship for themselves was necessary

(M = 3.9, SD = 1.4).

Figure 14.2 reports the results for how specialist and generalist journalists would

approach a story about the app's launch if they were assigned to cover it. The results

are nearly the inverse of each other. Specialists overwhelmingly preferred to cover

the story as a feature (687a) as compared to 327o who thought a shorter, "quick hit-

ting" hard news story was best. On the other hand, only 37%o of generalists believed a

lengthy feature would be the way to go with a story about the Connect2FightCancer

app. Sixty{hree percent favored a traditional hard news story.

Across a range of measures, then, joumalists who were part of a professional orga-

nization that provides training and professionalization opportunities related to the

conduct of health-care reporting appeal to have behaved in a fundamentally differ-

ent way than did nonspecialist reporters. The raw data show that specialists saw the

development of a new health-care delivery strategy, the Connect2FightCancer app, as

newsworthy, worthy of feature-length coverage, and a topic on which it was important

to read the studies that lead to the development of the app and the expectation that it

would affect health outcomes for cancer patíents.

I
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Newsworthiness Read Related Research

Feature Hard News

figure 14.2 Journalistic specialization and decisions about story type.

14.4.2 Quantitative results
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It is important to establish that the populations of specialist and generalistjournalists
reported in Figures 14.1 and 14.2 are statistically different from one another. Thus,
Table 14.3 reveals the resr¡lts to two-ordered probit regressions (for which News_
worthiness and Read Related Research are the dependeni variables) and one logistic
regression model (for which Feature story is the dependent variable).

The pattem revealed in Täble r4.3 is striking. Á"ros all issues, joumalists who
were health-care specialists were more likely to find a story n"*r*oahy, believe the
connect2Fightcancer app was worth a feature story and agree with the idea that it
was important to read the research that red to the developmeit of the app.
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Table 14.3 Journalistic specialization and reportorial decisions
making

Standard enors in pa¡entheses. **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

The left-hand column of Table 14.3 reports the results of an ordered probit model in

which N¿wsryorthiness is the dependent variable. The results demonstrate that being a

specialty joumalist had a positive, statistically significant (p < 0.0i) effect on believing
that the Connect2FightCancer app was newsworthy. Additionally, television reporters

were less likely than newspaper reporters to find the app to be newsworthy (p < 0.01).

The years of experience the reporter had as well as the time she or he had to commit
to doing quality work were not related to judgments related to the news value of the

app's launch. Moreover, the effects of the demographic controls were also not differ-
ent than zero.

In the Feature Story model, reported in the middle column of Table 14.3, spe-

cialty journalists had a positive, significant relationship with the dependent variable
(p < 0.01). This time, being a television reporter was not meaningfully associated with
the desire to cover the app as a feature story. As the journalists in our sample reported

that their newsrooms were increasingly open to the influence of Advertising pressure,

they were more likely to favor covering the story as a feature (p < 0.01). Additionally,
the desire to cover the app as a feature was positively and significantly associated

with believing that one had the time to do quality reporting (p < 0.01). Once again,

the length of time one had been a journalist was not statistically related to wanting to
cover the app story as a feature or hard news story. The demographic controls were not

significant predictors of the dependent variable either.
The right-hand column of Table 14.2 reports the results of an ordered probit regres-

sion examining the factors associated with the belief that it was important to Rea.d

Related Reseqrch about the app before printing or airing a story about it. Once again,

Specialist
Years of experience

Ideology
Television
Time
Advertising pressure

Female

White
Const¿nt

Cut I
Cut 2

f
Log-likelihood
Observations

0.491.** (0.18t)
0.036 (0.r20)
0.00r (0.0003)
_0.240** (0.008)

0.002 (0.0r)
0.t77 (0.12t)
0.125 (0.r r)
4.022(4.026)

-1.900
-0.ó11
73.54**

-1433.r2
733

Newsworthiness

0.813** (0.101)

0.040 (0.0e7)
*0.00r (0.009)

-0.127 (0.088)

0.004*x (0.00t)
0.218** (0.020)

0.0r2 (0.057)

0.14r (0.194)
*1.533** (0.nD

80.34r*

-1143.22
733

Feature story
Read related
research

0.544** (0.201)
0.032 (0.r20)
0.00r (0.0003)
*0.26¡** 10.02)
**0.003 (0.001)

0.122 {0.046)
0.2r3 (0.r l)
0.0% (0.031)

-1.881
-0.432
71.32*+

-169s.87
733
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being a specialtyjournalist had a positive, significant (p < 0.01) effect on the depen-
dent variable. Television journalists were less likely to indicate that it was important
to read the research about the app (p < 0.01) while those who said that they had time
to do good work believed it was important to read the scholarly evidence. Advertising
pressure and years on the job had no statistical relationship with the belief that reading
the research was important.

As was the case in the first two models, Ideotogy and white had no effect on
the dependent variable. Howeveç Female was marginally significant in the model
(p < 0.10). This tnding should be interpreted with caution as it does fall outside of
conventional levels of statistical significance. It does suggest, however, that future
research might examine differences between male and female joumalists with respect
to the importance of different kinds of evidence (e.g., scholarly) that is important to
understand during the reporting process.

Taken together, the data revealed in Figures l4.l and 14.2 and the statistical
analyses reported in Table i4.3 demonstrate with impressive clarity that specialty
journalists approach their work in a fundamentally different way than do their non-
specialist counterparts. Indeed, even when controlling for structural matters such as
whether one is a television or print reporter, the power of advertisers, the time one
has to produce one's work, and the years on the job, as well as demographic factors
like political ideology, gender, and ethnic background, the importance of specializa-
tion shines through.

14.4.3 Qualitative results

Of course, survey responses arrayed across 7-point scales and the like have their limits
with respect to explaining individual behavior. Most notably, they often fall short in
helping to elucidate the process people go through when making decisions. Addition-
ally, respondents, of course, cannot comment on issues that were not asked about by
the survey researcher. As noted in the discussion of research design above, in order
to further clarify the differences in how specialty and gereralist joumalists approach
health-care coverage, respondents were given an opportunity to explain their views-
in their own words-about whether and how they would go about covering the con-
nect2FightCancer app and whether they would cover it at all.

After respondents answere d. the Newsworthiness question. they were asked:

In the space below, please share why you selected the option you did
when you answered rhe previous question about the newsworthiness of the
Connect2 F i ghtCancer &pp.

Regardless of whether the respondents were specialty journalists or generalistjour-
nalists, respondents who answered on the positive side of the midpoint discussed that
the app was a "good story." However, there were differences in how each type of
reporter explained what it was that made the app a good story.

One generalist described how the app fit his narrative about the increasing ubiquity
of mobile devices in modern life:
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Generalist: This sounds like a story, a good one ínfact. People are using mobile

devices for everything now, so why not to battle cancer? I think our audíence would

be interested in something like this.

Another generalist highlighted the novelty of the app

Genèralist: It's new and it's relevant. That's why I'd want to cover it.

A female generalist with more than lOyears of experience covering the news took

the value of the topic as a given, spending her time describing how the story would not

take much effort to put together.

It should be pretty easy to find people to interview. The company who made the

app will wanÍ to prontote it, which will help find users to talk to. At a minimum, a

hospital's PIO (public information ffice) will talk though I'd rather have a doc who

uses the lhíng too.

In contrast, specialists-health-care journalists-who thought the app was news-

worthy focused more on the science behind the app's development and the directions

that the story might go. A health-care journalist who worked for a newspaper wrote:

Specialist.' Thís has the potential to be a great story. The fact there is a university

research team behind the app's development makes me less worried about conflicÍs

of interest and shilling for the app. They (the researchers) should be able to talk
benefts and harms.

Another experienced health-care specialist reporter showed evidence that she had

considered the scientific relevance of the app and potential consequences-both posi-

tive and negative----of its use, noting that:

Specialist: This isn't a phase one medical study that people rush to cover as the

Intest and greatest when it is really just making sure that a real study is safe to

conduct. The app a.ddresses whøt should theoretically facilitate cancer patients to

be more likely to follow doctor's orders. I wonder how people will feel if they hear
that they're screwing up from other cancer patients. One thing I've leamedfrom
psychology professors is that people don't like it when they're told they're wrong.

These quotations illustrate that, in judging the app's potential newsworthiness, gen-

eralist journalists thought about the potential story's impact on the audience and how

difficult the story would be to cover. Health-care specialists, on the other hand, were

more interested in what benefits and harms might come from the app's use, considered

the quality of the scientific research ahead of their newsworthiness judgment, and

asked whether they would be promoting a product instead of covering the news.

Similar patterns of difference appeared in the comments made by those who did not

find the app to be newsworthy; the comments below were made by those who chose 3

or less when answering the 7-point scale newsworthiness question.
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One television-oriented generalist journalist thought that the story would not be a
good fit for her medium.

Generalist: It's a cool id¿a, but I don't know that people sitting aroundfidlling with
an app plnys well onW

Another generalist worried about the impact the story would have on readers, mus_
ing that

Generalist: This doesn't seem like it gets us any closer to a, cancer cure or attything
líke that. I'm allfor people listening to their doctor, but I don't see where there is a
sîory here.

Health-care specialists, on the other hand, were less concerned about the medium
they worked in or the audience impact when explaining why they scored the app as
being less than newsworthy. "This may well be a big deal," one specialist newspaper
reporter wrote:

Specialist: but I can't judge it without reading a study or two about why it høs to
be this app. I mean, why can't doctors just cail patients or have th"m jo b support
groups or do other things that we know worlcs? Do we really lcnow this is bener? If
so, I'd be interested in telling that snory but as it stands, it,s thin.

The health-care journalists who thought the app was a newswofhy development
described how the app's development appeared to have gone through a lóngthy
research-oriented development process. In contrast, skeptics indicated a desire to see
how the ury y,1 an improvement over other areas of research with which the jour-
nalist was familiar. The specialists' skepticism was more closely hemmed to audience
expectations rather than scientific concerns.

with respect to whether the story should be a short, hard news story or a lengthy
feature, additional differences between specialists and generalists revealed themselves.
Tuming first to those who thought the app merited a feature story, both generalists and
specialists thought that examples of how the app were used would be key components
of the feature. One generalist wrote:

Generalist: I could see a nut graf [the paragrøph that refers to the major point of the
storyl or a pull quote [a quote from the story that is arso printed ín rarger type and
set apart, from a design perspectivel th.at was actuaily the texting bacti anì¡orth
between a patient and lfur doctor or two cancer patients chatting about whether to
listen to their doctor's a.dvice. you need room (a long feature¡ n n*" the time to put
something like that in there.

Similarly, a health-care specialist wrote:

specialist: It would be really great îo find a way to show how this worked in the
story itself. If people who used the app would let us put a screen shot of how they
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tatked with their doctor or something. You know, so long as the patient and doctor

sign off on revealing that type of relationship. . . but you could really show how it
works and pall out exarnples from a real person to add color to the theoretical stuff

that researchers used to develop the app in the first place. It'd be especially great

ifpeople used the app in ways the researchers didn't imagine. Are they sharing

recipes? Advice about what to do with their teena'gers? You know, that kin'd of stuff-

I'd want to go back and ask the study team if they foresaw other uses of the app or if
they think it would be bener if the users focused on all cancer treatment all the time.

While the health-care specialist's response was similar to the generalist's response

from a "structure of the story perspective," once again, the additional context of the

response reveals a key difference in the thinking of specialists and generalists concern-

ing their approach to health-care coverage. The specialists consistently wrote about

putting the quotes they might gather from their reporting in context with the research-

research they had already indicated was important to read. On the other hand, gener-

alists knew instinctively how giving an example of how the app works would improve

the story, but they did not speculate about how the colorful examples of app use might

reflect, confirm, or contradict the research that led to the app's development-

Finally, respondents were asked:

Is there anything else you would like to comment on regarding whether and how you

would cover a story about the Connect2FightCancer app?

Most respondents (70Vo) did not answer this question. Far more specialists (6070)

answered the question than generalists (24Eo), but keep in mind that generalists were

a much larger proportion of the sample overall (857o of the total respondents). Gener-

alists who answered this question focused on questions they had to which an affirma-

tive answer would make them more interested in covering the story. These questions

largely related to the availability of interviews and the likelihood the app would be

widely used (e.g., "Do we know people are really going to use this? How?").

Health-care specialists wanted to know more about potential benefits and harms of

using the app, what methods were used in the research that led to concluding the app

would be of value, how available the app would be to the average cancer patient (for

what kinds of cancer would paúents have to use the app), and would other reseafchers

be familiar enough with the evidence to offer independent comment upon it. Indeed,

the health-care specialist comments reflect the AHCJ Statement of Principles about

health-care coverage, including the sections of "Professionalism, Content, and Accu-

racy," "Independence," and "Responsibility" (Schwitzer, 2004).

14.5 Discussion

Scientists and doctors have long been skeptical ofjournalists'ability to understand

staústics and the scientific method well enough to cover adequately health-care

advances, questions facing health-care provision, and political battles over health care

(Shuchman, 2002).
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The analysis reported here suggests that there is a subset ofjournalists who do
understand these matters quite well. These specialists are members of a professional
organization dedicated to improving health-care coverage and thus receive informa-
tion on listservsrM, attend conferences, receive training, and the like to help them tell
the most accurate, interesting stories possible about health care in the United States.
Specialists who join organizations dedicated to improving health-care coverage gain
access to a yearly national conference, regular regional meetings on a variety of topics
ranging from the technical-statistics, "big data," and arcane new health-care policy
rules from a national or state government-to web-based tutorials about specific
conÇepts----covering hospitals-to workshops and seminars where reporters can
engage in hands-on learning with experts and other reporters interested in health care.
These specialists approach the decision to cover an advance in health care, what kind
of story to write, and what legwork needs to be done when reporting the story in fun-
damentally different ways than nonspecialists.

on the one hand, this is good news. Specialists take accuracy, integrity, and the sci-
entific method seriously in their work. They understand what kinds of questions to ask
scholars, doctors, and patients; they are not prone to the most sensational framing of
the story that is possible. The evidence presented here reveals thatjournalists who are
health-care specialists can provide the kind ofquality reporting needed to facilitate the
creation and provision of important health information to local and national audiences.

On the other hand, the analyses revealed here show that a much larger group of
journalists are not as prepared to cover health news. In fact, they are less inclined to
think that developments in health-care delivery (in the context of the study conducted
here) are even worth reporting in the first place. If they had to cover a health-care
development, they generally prefer a quick, one-day story that is easy enough to tell so
that they can meet their deadline. They do not want to spend the time on understanding
the science that was used to develop the health innovation, and are thus more likely
to report major innovations using the same tone as they do for minor ones and worse,
for potential ones-the studies that have not yet passed a level of empirical scientific
scrutiny matching the euphoria that is often present in the coverage.

The good news is thatjournalists can be trained to provide excellent health coverage.
First, journalists have to participate in the training and seek to join associations that
provide it. Second, newsrooms have to be willing to spend scarce resources on funding
their reporters so that they can join relevant associations, travel to conferences and
workshops, and spend the dme learning from the web-based tutorials that teach new
skills, share helpful techniques, and connect those interested in health-carejournalism
with fellow travelers. Newspapers could take advantage of the space and technologi-
cal innovations on the w$ to produce "special series" coverage of major health-care
issues. Going beyond the traditional print, these special series could include videos
arld audios that tell the stories ofdoctors, reseârchers, nurses, administrators, patients,
families, and even politicians to cover an issue from all angles.

Journalism programs at universities have a role to play as well. "J-schools" can
invite experts in health-care coverage to guest lecture and meet privately with stu-
dents, as well as develop Masters-level curriculum for specialty reporting on topics
like health-care news reporting.
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The bad news is that newsrooms are facing tighter budgets and more structural

constraints than they have in generations. Thus, it will be difficult to provide generalists

covering the health beat with the training they need to do excellent work. This places

the onus on the scholars developing new health innovations and the doctors, nurses,

and allied health professionals administering them to patients to be able to explain

advancements in clear, accurate terms: highlighting the importance of the development

while still emphasizing the limits, time horizon, and potential harms that it carries.

14.6 Conclusions

The increasingty polarized political environment (Carmines, Ensley, & Wagnet, 2012;

McCarty, Poole, & Rosenthal, 2006) has tended to boil down the vast, complex issue

of health cafe to whether one supports or opposes the Affordable Care Act. Com-

prehensive health-care coverage is more important now than ever. Joumalists who

specialize in health care have the training, ambition, and ability to tell quality stories

to a hungry public. Whether there are enough of these reporters to meaningfully affect

public opinion and individual behavior-and whether news organizations can be con-

vinced that it is worth their while to produce more of these kinds of journalists-are

crucial questions that wo will continue to face in the next decade.
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Afterword

one surprising and interesting finding from our work on this book occurred very
early in the editing process-so early, in fact" that the editors had nothing yet to edit.
Our Call for Chapters was distributed via numerous outlets-professional listservsrM
frequented by practitioners, educators and researchers in medical informatics, con-
sumer health informatics, medical librarianship, and consumer health librarianship;
and V/eb-only venues where similar people in the fields of journalism and linguistics
congregate. \Ve also used our personal connections in these and related fields, such as
health communications, based on ouÍ years of experience in our own fields of practice
ánd research. So the community we sought to reach was by very definition a large
and diverse one, united by one cofirmon attribute: health information communication,
provision, or both, by humans to other humans who were not health-care professionals.

In that call for chapters announcement, we said: "The book will address the chal-
lenges and ethical dilemmas concerning the delivery of health information to the
general public in a wide variety of non-clinical settings. Instead of patient education
or patient communication in hospitals and clinics, our interest is the challenges and
successes of presenting health information outside of patient care by non-clinicians."
To our surprise, we received a great deal of interest from people with interesting,
worthwhile research to contribute, who had somehow managed to miss the "nonclin-
ical" piece of the instructions. we received many queries about work with patients in
hospital settings, for example. The strong identification of "health information" with
physicians, nurses, patients, and the clinical setting was apparently so strong that it
was, for some people, actually blinding.

we wonder if the widespread amalgamation of "consumer" and "patient" as syn-
onymous terms is also part of the problem. As author Nancy seegei expresses it in
her chapter on the consumer Health Library, "when patients become library patrons,
lhealth information concerns] do not automatically disappear." If every member of
ttre general public is seen as a patient, it is quite easy to assume the boundaries of the
health-care model-in which the only provider of information is a physician, nurse, or
allied health professional. It becomes difficult for practitioners and researchers alike
to understand the special cþallenges of information provision when the provider does
not herself/himself have training as a health-care professional. Recognition of these
challenges was our principal motivation for writing and editing this book.

what do our assembled chapters tell us about these challenges, and the degree to
which they are shared across health information provision communities?

we began the volume with two overview chapters to provide a context for under-
standing health information provision. Kreps and Neuhauser focused on health


